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Today’s leader interactions were amazing! They consisted of consecutive hands-on working sessions with key 

leadership experts building upon and mobilizing our action network tracks and clarifying what leadership asks 

and next steps are needed NOW. These frank and necessary conversations unveiled needs and insights for us 

to achieve our individual and collective missions. What an inspiration!   

 

SPEAKER HIGHLIGHTS 

• “I see the world through your eyes. I want you all to know that 

USDA is going to be actively with you throughout this effort. 

It’s terribly important the work you’re doing.”  

– Janie Hipp, General Counsel, US Department of Agriculture 

 

• “We have to be bold. We have to accelerate action to meet the 

challenges of the next 30 years. The next decade will be very 

important.”  

- Fabian Bernal, Global Head of Sustainability, DeLaval 

Group 

 

• “We applaud USFRA as a steward of this movement and all 

orgs and producers who are involved with the Decade of Ag. 

We challenge every one of you to collaborate and innovate 

into the future. Find that one action to make that difference 

today.”  

– Rob Dongoski, Partner, Global Agribusiness Industry 

Leader, Ernst & Young 
 

Welcoming Hosts & Leaders 
 

 

 

 

 

 

BY THE NUMBERS 
 

10% 
of greenhouse 

gas emissions 

in the U.S. came from 
the agriculture sector 
in 2019 
(Environmental 
Protection Agency) 

$50 
million 

 
invested in in 
AgMission project 
work since February 
2020 
 

42% 
increase 

in Environmental 
Social and 
Governance (ESG) 
investing since 2018 
(the Forum for 
Sustainable and 
Responsible 
Investment) 

Day 2 / Getting to Work & Honing the Need / September 15, 2021 
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Welcoming Hosts & Leaders (cont’d) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leadership Check In
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All Possible by Ann Bradley 

 
In the green times, this good earth  
Sowed in us the all-possible  
That we might grow in love  
And work that must be done.   
  
In the dark times, the same soil  
Leached from us the unbearable,   
That we might learn from loss  
Those gains that are hard won.   
  
In the wise times, the rich land   
Took from us the refinable  
Wrought strength for the unknowable,  
The hard tests yet to come.   
  
In the last times, this bless’d place  
Gives way for the inevitable,  
Frees space for the all-possible,  
Grants wise ground to our young.   

 
 

Quotes of the Day

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do we need to have a shared goal 

first before we move, or should we 

try things and iterate as we go? 

Provide future generations the chance 

to participate, fail in a safe environment, 

and try again in real time! 

You need things to facilitate collaboration, but 

you need something that comes before that: 

commonality on shared values. When you 

have conversations along the value chain, 

there are core values that do exist! 

Who’s going to tell our 

story? Because if it is not 

us, someone else will. 

We are near the end of 

winner-take-all as a 

preferred approach to 

development in any sphere. The future is not 

very far away. 

Certain data sets will be helpful to 

unleash the finance. In order to 

unlock the finance, you need the 

collaboration. 
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Breakout Discussion: Strengthening Collaboration  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collaboration is key: “Collaboration is the biggest tool that 
we have. If you don’t collaborate with fellow producers and 
workers, nothing will get done. We need ongoing dialogue 
with everyone across the industry”. 

Centering farmers and ranchers: ”We need to make sure the 
farmer’s voice is heard in all of this. There is so much 
happening, and we can’t leave farmers behind.” 

Understanding the benefits: “In order to collaborate, you 
need to understand exactly what we’re collaborating on and 
understand there’s something in it for you.” 

Bridging the gap between consumers and producers: “We 
have all these partners that are closer to the consumer. They 
hear the signals about what people want before we do and 
if they can help bring consumer needs to the farm, that 
would be very helpful.” 

Inviting more voices into the conversation: “How do we 
make the table big enough for everyone to have a seat?" 
“How do we incentivize people coming to the table vs. 
staying on their own?" 

Trust and collaboration: “Without trust, we can’t get to 
collaboration”. “In order to extend trust and collaboration, 
we need to extend trust and relationships around data.” 

Tracking our progress: “We need long term vision, but we 
need short term goals/check in points that reflect the 
urgency - that will help us assess and recalibrate as we go.” 

Standardizing the science: “Farmers don't want to 
participate until it's science based. The uniform way of 
measuring is important.” “There are a lot of erroneous info 
in the field. We need true science.” 

Meeting at the farm: “On-farm visits can be a powerful tool 
to bring small groups of collaborators together to engage on 
the positive work being done on farms.” 

Engaging consumers: “We need to get the consumer on 
board and involved in the concept of sustainability”. “Need 
more research on what consumers will actually pay for. 
What metrics or labels do they want to pay for?”

Participants joined breakout groups for leader-to-leader discussions to clarify challenges and identify action steps 

related to strengthening collaboration across sectors and segments of the value chain. 
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Breakout Discussion: Leveraging Data & Technology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We need shared definitions to advance our conversations: 
“A type of Data Taxonomy would be helpful to define terms 
and to establish the basis for transparency and trust within 
digital ledger systems”. 

Data should be generated and shared throughout the value 
chain: “The entire food supply chain needs to supply data, 
not just farmers and ranchers”. 

Gathering and sharing data can have real benefits: “Data 
can help us make good decisions about planting and 
growing. It can help make sure that we can show growers 
what is in it for them, while also ensuring stewardship and 
sustainability”.  

Financial feasibility is necessary: "The key to sustainability 
is profitability".  

Producers want access to their data: “I've seen that there 

are cases where the data captured on farm doesn't 

necessarily make it back to the producer. Sharing data with 

farmers & ranchers is key!” 

Internet access is not universal: “We need better broadband 
so that we don’t lose connectivity”. 

Data is a commodity: “Farmers are being asked to share data, 
but the rest of the supply chain is trading in data in real 
dollars. Pay farmers for their data. It’s theirs”. 

Producer-friendly data collection: “We need to keep it easy 
and efficient for people on the farm so that they can do their 
work.” 

Doubts about data reliability persist: “I am not convinced 
that we have enough data to make decisions. We need a 
reliable and repeatable way to measure carbon in the soil and 
then we can take that data and utilize it to make decisions”. 

Additional producer priorities: When data is requested, 
producers want to know: 1) Why are you asking for it? How 
will it be used and who will have access to it? 2) Who owns 
the IP of the data after I share it? 3) What are the privacy 
safeguards and assurances? 4) What separation from 
government and regulation will it have?

The second breakout session identified several key themes emerging about the necessary conditions for 

leveraging technology and data: 
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Breakout Discussion: Driving Transformative Investment  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROI is important to producers and investors: “Investors are 

looking for return on investment (ROI).” “There are three 

important considerations for producers: ROI, ROI, and ROI”. 

“Being able to quantify the monetary value of long-term risk 

reduction from sustainability, etc. would be helpful for those 

of us who are focused on year-to-year ingredient”. 

We need to be able to quantify the financial return of 

environmental benefits. “We need to link climate 

performance with financial performance in a way that is 

ground truthed”. “If you can convince people of the ROI, 

people will adopt it”. 

Data can help producers unlock investments: “Producers 

are having to go to their bank and educate them on the 

benefits of these practices, equipment, and investment. We 

need to make sure producers have the data they need”. 

We need to clear standards and verification methods. “It’s 

the wild west. Everyone has a different stand for measure. 

"There needs to be clear goals, and they need to be 

measureable. Investors need trust in data to invest”.  

Farmers should be involved in setting standards: “The last 

thing we want is people who don’t know what we do to make 

the rules about what we do”. 

Rented land and one-year leases make investment 

challenging. “Landlords don't want to contribute monery to 

climate smart adoption”. 

Producers want more data on consumers: “We need to 

know what consumers value and what data questions they 

have”.  

Costs are externalized; benefits internalized: ““The farmer 

across the road can manage soil badly and those impacts off 

farm are born by others but the public benefits from my farm 

are huge yet there is no way to put that on my balance 

sheet.” 

We must invest in the next generation: “One thing that 

worries: the flow of talent into the industry at the younger 

ages. People are not seeing that food and ag is cool and a 

profitable place to be.” 

The third and final breakout session focused on driving transformative investment in food and agriculture to 

advance the sector’s shared vision. 
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Social Media Recap!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accelerate Our Shared Vision Today 

• Join the movement and endorse the Vision as #LeadersinAction for the #DecadeofAg 

• Enlist your organization to endorse and advance our shared Vision 

• Currently, more than 125 organizations and companies and over 200 leaders have endorsed the #DecadeofAg 

 

Help us share, comment and like the below social media posts from 
#HonortheHarvest. Just click to open and go; driving action starts 
here!  
  
USFRA sample posts:  
 

• Day 1 - Recap  

• Day 2 - Driving Action  

• Day 2 and #30Harvests film  

• Day 2 Action Track recap + Join the Decade of Ag 

• Honor the Harvest sponsor thank-you  

• Article on Chair Anne Meis looking to HTH and beyond  
 

Sample Leader Quotes:  

Consider re-tweeting one or more of the quotes below with a simple 

caption such as “Great to hear from [insert name/my friend/this 

inspiring leader] during USFRA’s #HonorTheHarvest 
   

• Maryland Governor Larry Hogan 

• USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack  

• USFRA Chair Anne Meis  

• USDA General Counsel Janie Hipp 

• U.S. Senator Chuck Grassley 

• McDonald's Sr. Director of Strategic Sourcing Hope Bentley 
 

  
  

  

Erin Fitzgerald Posts:  
  
Day 1 recap twitter  
Day 1 recap linkedin  
Erin Day 2 recap  
 

Don’t forget to include these hashtags when you post 

• #DecadeofAg  

• #LeadersinAction 

• #HonortheHarvest  

• #30Harvests 

 

USFRA 

U.S. Farmers & Ranchers in Action 

U.S. Farmers & Ranchers in Action  

USfarmersandranchers 

 

Follow USFRA on social media! 

https://usfarmersandranchers.org/join-the-movement/the-decade-of-ag-vision/organization-or-company/
https://usfarmersandranchers.org/join-the-movement/the-decade-of-ag-vision/individual-leader/
https://usfarmersandranchers.org/join-the-movement/the-decade-of-ag-vision/organization-or-company/
https://twitter.com/USFRA/status/1437906950843289600?s=20
https://twitter.com/USFRA/status/1438221793886572544?s=20
https://twitter.com/USFRA/status/1438143499384197120?s=20
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/usfarmersandranchers_transformativeinvestment-leadersinaction-activity-6844003998895357952-syYV/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6843669134220242944
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6843195651459686400
https://twitter.com/hashtag/HonorTheHarvest?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/USFRA/status/1437914217605074947?s=20
https://twitter.com/USFRA/status/1437911682664124420?s=20
https://twitter.com/USFRA/status/1437912946311499776?s=20
https://twitter.com/USFRA/status/1438160588463505413
https://twitter.com/USFRA/status/1438205709984825351
https://twitter.com/USFRA/status/1438164298245685251?s=20)
https://twitter.com/FoodAgFitz/status/1437905314464948226?s=20
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6843670788181114880/
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23DecadeofAg&src=typed_query&f=live
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23LeadersinAction%20&src=typed_query&f=live
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23HonortheHarvest%20&src=typed_query&f=live
https://twitter.com/search?q=%2330Harvests&src=typed_query&f=live
https://twitter.com/USFRA?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.linkedin.com/company/usfarmersandranchers/
https://www.facebook.com/USFarmersandRanchers/
https://www.instagram.com/usfarmersandranchers/?hl=en
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“When we look into each other’s 

eyes, that’s when the magic 

happens. That is the first step on 

the journey to solutions.” 

- Chip Bowling, Immediate Past Chair,  

U.S. Farmers & Ranchers in Action 

 

Leadership Talks

• “We know we’ve got challenges as a sector and globe. We think bold and accelerate action will be 

required. How do we do that? We will only do it by working with the people that are managing our food 

and water resources. By leveraging all of our unique capabilities, that is how we will build a sustainable 

future.” - Ben Fargher, Managing Director, Sustainability, Cargill 

 

• “Lean into this moment and movement. We are all in this together.” – Hope Bentley, Senior Director, 

Strategic Sourcing, McDonald’s 

 

• “Our folks in the field are the exact people that consumers want to know more about, and we need to 

enable them to be profitable, safe, and make the vocation attractive to future generations… Doing what 

is right has an economic benefit to all stakeholders.” – Rob Dongoski, Partner, Global Agribusiness 

Industry Leader, EY 

 

• “…farmers are an important solution to the challenges facing our communities and our world.”  

- Karianne Fallow, CEO, Dairy West 

 

Thank you to our Sapphire and Platinum Sponsors! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Up Next   

 

Day 3: Thursday, Sept 16 | 2-4pm CDT 

Preparing for and Driving Action 


